BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Audit & Risk Committee
Tuesday 22 September 2020 at 5.00pm
In Microsoft Teams
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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Audit and Risk Committee Meeting
Tuesday 12 May 2020
Draft confirmed by Chair
Minute of the Audit and Risk Committee meeting held on Tuesday 12 May 2020 at 5.00pm
via Microsoft Teams.
PRESENT:

G Robertson (Chair)
M Williamson
K Keay

IN ATTENDANCE:

J Carnegie (Vice Principal)
S Taylor (Vice Principal and Secretary to the Board)
D Archibald (Henderson Loggie)
R Smith (Audit Scotland)
T D’All (Principal’s/Board Chair PA)
A Ross (Head of ICT)

1.

H Honeyman
M Thomson
T Pirie

WELCOME
G Robertson welcomed members of the Audit and Risk Committee.

2.

APOLOGIES
Apologies were received from P Milne

3.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
G Robertson noted he is Chair of Gardyne Theatre Limited. D Archibald noted an
interest in respect of the award of the Internal Audit Contract.

4.

MINUTE OF AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE – 26 November 2019
The Minute of the Audit & Risk Committee meeting held on 26 November 2019 was
approved as accurate.

5.

MATTERS ARISING
Duty of Care (Safeguarding) – This had not yet been progressed, but would be picked
up at the Human Resource and Development Committee meeting in September 2020.
Encryption of BOM Paper – discussion with BOM Chair concluded that this is minimal
risk as papers are required to be published as public documents and are covered under
freedom of information requests. H Honeyman intimated that she still had reservations
and asked that her concerns be noted. This was discussed and M Williamson and
D Archibald noted that they felt that the risk and need to encrypt was minimal.
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A range of approaches were discussed and it was agreed that establishing a Board
Teams site for the sharing of papers would be investigated. S Taylor to progress.
Evaluation of Risk Allocated to Each Committee – evaluation to be undertaken and
reported at the September 2020 Audit & Risk Committee. G Robertson to progress.
6.

STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER & COVID-19 RISK REGISTER
S Taylor noted the Risk Register documents, highlighting the range of Risk around
COVID-19 discussed with the Chairs Committee and considered so far by the Learning,
Teaching & Quality and the Human Resource & Development Committees. The paper
will also be presented to the Finance & Property Committee at their next meeting.
S Taylor confirmed that the Cyber Security element of the Risk Register had been taken
forward with workstreams completing their work including confirmation that all business
critical documentation had been recovered or recreated where necessary.
Discussion took place around future and scenario planning and recovery after COVID-19
lockdown. S Taylor confirmed an initial draft a paper had been discussed with the
Chairs Committee and would be further updated and brought to the full Board in June
2020.
On the question around staff currently on the College’s premises during this period.
S Taylor confirmed that there was a number of staff involved on site undertaking works
job e.g. animal feeding, legionella control; general maintenance. The Committee asked
for the Risk Register Item 3.4 be updated to explicitly include the need for social
distancing in respect of this activity. S Taylor to progress.
The Strategic Risk Register and COVID 19 Specific Risk Register were approved (as
amended).

7.

INTERNAL AUDIT
7.1

Staff Recruitment and Retention
D Archibald summarised the report Staff Recruitment and Retention and the range
of strengths noted within the report.
G Robertson asked if the recommendation around training for staff was as a result
of the range of training being too onerous – too much to do. S Taylor stated that
there was an element of this and it was a matter of getting the balance right. S
Taylor stated that with the tightening of finances, remission from teaching etc to
support mandatory training was an increasing challenge.
T Pirie asked about documenting arrangements for succession planning for Key
Roles. S Taylor noted that arrangements and support/development for staff keen
to progress was available, but that documenting a process for this was not a high
priority. This would be passed on to the Human Resource & Development
Committee to consider further.
The committee approved the report.
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7.2

Payroll and HR
D Archibald summarised the report Payroll and HR noting that it covered both
payments made and the interface between both of the teams involved. D Archibald
stated that the teams were working well together, with a good and accurate flow of
information and progress being made towards the updated and integrated system.
The overall assurance level was noted is “Good”. D Archibald noted the grade 3
action in respect of the need to complete the already started Procedural Notes.
G Robertson asked that the Audit & Risk Committee’s thanks are passed to the
HR & Payroll Team for a good Audit. S Taylor to progress.
The report was approved.

7.3

Procurement and Creditors / Purchasing
D Archibald noted that the Audit was looking at Procurement and Creditors /
Purchasing together, and that the overall Assurance Level was “Good”.
D Archibald highlighted that this Audit had taken place during the cyber-attack and
that, with the P2P system not being retrievable, it was not possible to fully test
items of expenditure from the financial ledger and ensure compliance with the
College’s Financial Procedures. D Archibald stated that from the overall work
undertaken for the audit there were no significant concerns around this.
Discussion took place around Objectives 4 and 5 of the overall audit findings and it
was agreed that J Carnegie would discuss with Henderson Loggie the opportunity
to build in this element of procurement testing. J Carnegie to progress.
The report was approved.

7.4

ICT Network Arrangements / IT Strategy
D Archibald noted that the Satisfactory ICT Network Arrangements / IT Strategy
Audit had been carried out by S McNaught who was SACA trained. D Archibald
noted there were no significant gaps identified in the run up to the cyber-attack and
noted that the Incident Response Plan had been tested and found to work well
during this time.
The report was approved.

7.5

Audit Progress Report
D Archibald noted that the routine body of work had been delivered. Discussion
around the National Fraud Initiative would take place over the summer along with
the Follow-up Reviews.
D Archibald also noted his expectation at starting the conversation earlier around
the work for the mandatory Student Activity and Student Funding audits and that
discussions would look at what work for these could be undertaken remotely.
J Carnegie took the opportunity to advise the Audit & Risk Committee that
Henderson Loggie have been successful in tendering for the audit work on behalf
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of the College and would expect to progress the 2020/21 Audit Plan for the
September meeting. J Carnegie to progress
7.6

Follow-up Summary
J Carnegie summarised the paper produced and outlined the approach adopted in
respect of the ‘traffic light’ RAG rating.
J Carnegie confirmed that the recommendations arising from the Cyber Incident
Report from JISC report were incorporated into the follow up summary to allow the
Committee to track progress and completion of these.
J Carnegie gave a short update on the Catering Business Process Review noting
that a series of workstream were in place from this.
J Carnegie acknowledged that the current COVID-19 epidemic would impact on
how catering at the College would look highlighting that by the close of college
buildings things had already changed with the covering of food, packaging food
and other measures, and noting that these were likely to continue after campuses
reopened.
Cyber Incident Summary of Recommendations and Progress – Appendix 2
J Carnegie noted to the Committee the confidential nature of the document.
A Ross noted the positive progress that had been made since the cyber-attack to
strengthen and update cyber controls and cyber resilience.
G Robertson welcomed this update and noted that the situation must have been
very challenging but that the feedback received was quite exceptional and asked
that A Ross feedback the thanks of the Committee for this.
A Ross went over the paper for the Committee highlighting the completed actions
and progress made to date. It was noted that a significant number of the
recommendations had been achieved, with almost all on track for completion.
A Ross highlighted that a number of additional recommendations had been
received from JISC after production of the initial report and confirmed that these
were also included in the follow up summary.
Discussion took place around the cost implications of the recommendations and
revised ways of working and A Ross stated that the estimated total costs for these
would be c£100k. A Ross noted that he was liaising with the Finance Team in
terms of the impact of this on the planned budget for 2020/2021.
H Honeyman noted the great job undertaken by the ICT Team and noted her
opinion that a lot of organisations would not have recovered from such a cyberattack so quickly.

8.

EXTERNAL AUDIT PLAN
R Smith summarised the External Audit Plan noting the scope and timing of audits in
accordance with ISAs, the Code of Audit Practice and guidance on planning audits. It
was noted that the plan set out the work necessary to provide the independent auditor’s
report on the annual report and financial statements.
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Explaining the layout of the report R Smith highlighted that Risks 5 – 7 were work that
had been done before with the addition of Risk 8 – in respect of the impact of COVID-19.
It was noted that discussions were continuing with J Carnegie and B Ferguson in terms
of how the practicalities of the audit would be completed whilst meeting current lockdown
and social distancing guidance.
R Smith stated that Exhibit 2 – 2019/20 Audit output timescale could be subject to
change at a national level, depending upon further COVID 19 developments.
Discussion took place around G Robertson’s question on how Audit Scotland would
carry out the audit (possibly remotely) with R Smith confirming that while they would
expect to see a ‘paper trail’ they would plan around appropriate arrangements for this.
R Smith confirmed that the timing for the Audit work was similar to that of last year, with
sign off at the Board in December and that any proposed changes to this would be
discussed with the College.
9.

POLICY UPDATES
9.1

Business Continuity
J Carnegie summarised the updates to the policy and noted that the cyber-attack
had informed these developments.
G Robertson note that the policy had operated very well. H Honeyman agreed
highlighting that it was a good high level policy and ‘road map’ that did a really
good job.
The Committee approved the Business Continuity Policy.

9.2

Gift & Hospitality
J Carnegie noted that staff members did not often receive gifts or hospitality and
so had not had to record any gifts of hospitality for some time. It was noted that
the policy and approach had been streamlined and the recording limit increased to
£50.
The Committee approved the Gift & Hospitality Policy.

9.3

Fraud, Bribery & Corruption
J Carnegie noted that this was in progress and will be brought to the next Audit &
Risk Committee for approval. J Carnegie to progress.

10.

DATA BREACH REPORTING
J Carnegie noted there had been no Data Breaches.

11.

INTERNAL AUDIT CONTRACT AWARD
J Carnegie confirmed that Henderson Loggie had been successful in securing the
Internal Audit Contract.
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12.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next Audit Committee meeting was confirmed as: Tuesday 22 September 2020 at
5.00pm, Kingsway Campus (tbc).

Action Point Summary
Action
Use of Microsoft teams for sharing of Board papers to
be investigated
Impact/benefit of allocation of risks to individual
committees to be evaluated
COVID 19 Specific Risk Register to be updated to note
social distancing for staff on site during lockdown
Audit & Risk Committee’s thanks are passed to the HR
& Payroll Team for positive audit outcome.
Internal Audit Plan for 2020/2021 to be developed
(including testing of purchasing practice)
Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Policy to be updated

Responsibility
S Taylor

Date
22 September 2020

G Robertson

22 September 2020

S Taylor

15 May 2020

S Taylor

15 May 2020

J Carnegie

22 September 2020

J Carnegie

22 September 2020
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Agenda Item 5

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Audit & Risk Committee
Tuesday 22 September 2020

Matters Arising

PAPER B

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Audit & Risk Committee
22 September 2020
Matters Arising
Paper for information
The following actions were noted from the Tuesday 12 May 2020 Audit & Risk
Committee meeting.
Agenda
Item No
6.0

7.2

7.3 / 7.5

9.3

Action

Current status

COVID 19 Specific Risk Register to be
updated to note social distancing for staff
on site during lockdown S Taylor,
15 May 20
Audit & Risk Committee’s thanks are
passed to the HR & Payroll Team for
positive audit outcome S Taylor,
15 May 2020
Internal Audit Plan for 2020/2021 to
be developed (including testing of
purchasing practice) J Carnegie,
22 Sept 20
Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Policy to be
updated J Carnegie, 22 Sept 20

College COVID-19 Risk
Assessment includes
physical distancing

Open /
Closed
Closed

Completed May 2020.

Closed

Plan on the agenda for
Committee approval

Closed

Policy on the agenda for
Committee approval

Closed

The following actions were noted from the Tuesday 26 November 2019 Audit & Risk
Committee meeting.
Agenda
Item No
8.3

5.0

Action

Current status

Duty of Care (Safeguarding) action to be
discussed at HR Committee S Taylor

HRD meeting cancelled.
Carried forward to next
meeting. On agenda for
17 September 2020 meeting
MS Teams site established Closed
for board members and will
be trialed for Autumn 2020
set of meetings.

Use of Microsoft teams for sharing of
Board papers to be investigated
S Taylor, 22 Sept 20

Open /
closed
Open

The following actions were transferred to the Audit & Risk Committee from the Board
meeting of Tuesday 24 September 2019.
Agenda
Item No
11.1

Action

Current status

Evaluation of revised arrangements for
allocation of Risks – G Robertson
(March 2020)

G Robertson to present a
paper to the ARC on 22
September 2020

Open /
closed
Closed

Author & Executive Sponsor: Jaki Carnegie, Vice Principal – Corporate Services
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BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Audit & Risk Committee
Tuesday 22 September 2020

Strategic & COVID Risk Registers
6.1 Strategic & COVID Risk Register

PAPER C

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT
Audit and Risk Committee
Tuesday 22 September 2020
Strategic Risk Register Update
Paper for approval

1. Strategic Risk Register
A copy of the September 2020 draft Strategic Risk Register is enclosed. No changes have
been made to the substantive Strategic Risk Register since this was last approved.
Given the current COVID 19 pandemic, an additional temporary COVID 19 Strategic Risk
Register was developed to record the additional risks, mitigating actions and monitoring
associated with identified areas of College operation at the current time.
The COVID 19 Risk Register was approved at the May 2020 meeting and has been included
within the risk reporting to individual Board Committees. From review of this supplementary
Risk Register, the following changes have been made.
2.2 Financial sustainability - This has reduced from Red to Amber as a result of our
improved cash position in 2019/20 and more positive budget forecast for 2020/21.
2.4 Financial Fraud - Reduced from Amber to Green as revised cash handling and working
from home arrangements bed in.
3.7 Industrial Relations - Reduced from Amber to Green as a result of positive local working
relationships developed in respect of COVID 19 planning and mitigation arrangements
Amendments have also been made to the wording in respect of risks 3.4 and 3.5 to make
reference to the work undertaken through Project 2020 (our reopening workstreams) and
our Outbreak Management Plan.

2. Audit Scotland COVID 19 Risk Guidance
Audit Scotland has produced guidance for Audit Committees to support their awareness
and challenge in relation to the issues that the current COVID 19 pandemic raises for
public sector organisations. A copy of this guidance is enclosed as appendix 1, and the
following comment is made in respect of the key elements for consideration.
Exhibit 1
Internal controls and assurance – questions to consider
What changes to internal controls have been required due to Covid-19?
• Has internal audit assessed the design, implementation and operational effectiveness of
revised internal controls?
Financial internal controls have been modified to accept emailed approval and there have
been developments to install Cloud based services to allow remote authorisation of payments
and facilitate more card payments as a substitute for cash and a mechanism to track
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expenditure. Software and devices to enable both secure and flexible payment options for
students has also been installed.
Internal Audit will assess the changes to the ICT environment as part of their follow-up on the
cyber-attack audit and report.
What new controls have been established to account for the distribution of any additional
funds received?
• Have officers identified any weaknesses in new controls and if so, how are these being
addressed?
All funds are managed through standing arrangements and processes
To what extent has your organisation assessed the impact of working remotely on the
control environment and working practices?
Work undertaken across all teams and revised ways of working introduced – extensive use of
service design to review ways of working in key student facing activities.
Has internal audit reviewed their audit plan and assessed which projects might need to be
cancelled, postponed or accelerated as your organisation navigates its way through the
pandemic?
The 2020/21 draft internal audit plan takes account of this.
How is management supporting internal audit to balance its ‘routine’ programme of work
and that required to respond to Covid-19-related audit work?
As above
What impact has Covid-19 had on the annual reporting and accounting process?
• Has your organisation’s timetable for the annual reporting process been considered for
2019/20 and 2020/21? If so, have the timetables been revised and updated accordingly?
Audit Scotland delayed the start of the audit by one week to enable them to fulfil other
commitments.
•

Has the external auditor’s annual audit plan been updated to assess and address new risks?
Yes, minor change of date.

To what extent has your organisation considered work undertaken by other organisations
(via professional networks and bodies), or where appropriate, engaged with external
experts to inform decision-making around significant areas of change in response to the
pandemic?
There has been extensive sharing of good practice with other colleges, universities and sharing
generally with SFC and Scottish Government.
How have IT services performed during the pandemic?
• To what extent have cyber security controls been considered?
This has been a key consideration and supported by ‘cloud hosted’ strategy and move to
Office 365. Additional guidance and information on data security and safeguarding has been
issued to staff.
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To what extent has management assessed the impact of Covid-19 on overall staff
capacity?
• What areas have been identified as being under resourced and how is this being addressed?
Work on this is on-going through team meetings and one-to-one catch ups. A pulse survey
has been used to identify and address key issues/concerns.
What is your organisation doing to support its staff during the pandemic?
• To what extent have workload and working practices been adjusted to allow for the
challenges that people may face when working remotely?
Work on this is on-going through team meetings and one-to-one catch ups. Pulse survey
used to identify and address key issues/concerns.
•

What guidance, advice or signposting has your organisation put in place to support staff
wellbeing?
Staff wellbeing hub developed and rolled out. Support provided through the People Team.

What opportunities and risks have arisen as staff are deployed across departments?
Using the workstream model of working; Learning & Teaching, Finance & Governance, Estates &
Infrastructure, Student Engagement & Service Development and Leadership, Communications &
Ways of working each workstream has been able to identify risks to be mitigated and
opportunities to be exploited.
There has been minimal requirement to deploy staff to different teams.
How is your organisation capturing the learning and opportunities that arise from new
ways of working?
Extensive sharing of practice and work through Learning & Teaching Mentor group. Extensive
use of Service Design approaches to inform new ways of working.
Exhibit 2
Financial management and reporting – questions to consider Is financial (and
performance) information received in a timely manner, with sufficient detail, to inform the
fast-paced changes that are required due to Covid-19?
How is management assessing the financial impact of Covid-19 on income and
expenditure?
• What processes or procedures have been put in place to assess, for example, new demands,
new expenditure streams, savings from activity foregone and lost income?
This has been undertaken through normal arrangements and processes with reporting to
Executive and senior Leadership Teams. Enhanced (monthly) meetings with Chair of Board
and Chair of Finance & Property Committee.
What information has been used in determining the value of assets and liabilities?
• To what extent have estimated valuations been impacted by Covid-19, for example, disruption
to the revaluation of properties or market volatility impacting on investments?
Land and buildings have been revalued as at 31 July 2020.
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•

What is the likely impact of Covid-19 on pension deficits and what does this mean for your
organisation?
Actuarial pension valuations have substantially increased net liabilities, and this will have a
detrimental impact upon net asset values. Impact on future cash flows are uncertain.

What commitments and guarantees have been made to third parties, and how are these
being monitored?
• Where relevant, how is your organisation ensuring that the impacts of the pandemic on its
arm’s-length external organisations (ALEOs) are being appropriately monitored?
Not applicable.
Exhibit 3
Governance – questions to consider What impact has Covid-19 had on governance
arrangements?
•

How is your organisation ensuring that effective oversight and scrutiny of key decisions is
maintained as it responds rapidly to the challenges it faces during the pandemic?
All governance arrangements operating as usual (with transfer to remote Teams meetings).
Three additional meetings of the Chairs Committee have been held plus additional discussion
in respect of finances with Board Chair and Chair of Finance & Property Committee.

•

Have any significant changes been made to governance arrangements due to the pandemic,
for example, suspension of committees or increased use of delegated decision-making
powers?
No, move to on-line meetings only.

•

Where decisions are being made using delegated or emergency powers, how are these being
recorded, made public and subjected to scrutiny by the relevant committee(s)?
Delegated or emergency powers are not being used.

•

Have changes to processes and procedures made in response to Covid-19 been reviewed
and documented appropriately to comply with overall governance arrangements?
Minimal changes. These are not fully detailed within financial procedures, and this is not a
work priority at this time given other pressures/commitments.

Are governance arrangements being reviewed regularly to ensure they remain fit for
purpose?
These will be reviewed as required.
Are non-executive directors providing appropriate levels of support, scrutiny and
challenge to your organisation as it responds to the current environment and new risks?
Yes
What barriers, if any, have affected your organisation’s ability to continue to provide
services for individuals and communities during the pandemic?
• How have these barriers been overcome?
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On-going discussion with Scottish Government and others (such as SQA) to identify issues
and concerns and work in partnership to create solutions (e.g. Holistic Assessment
arrangements)
•

What was the impact on service users?
As above. Work is progressing to minimise impact where possible.

What impact has Covid-19 had on your organisation achieving its stated objectives?
• Does performance reporting highlight any changes on your organisation’s ability to meet its
objectives as a consequence of Covid-19?
Extensive work is progressing to ensure that key outcomes continue to be achieved, This is
monitored and reported at individual committees through standard Board Metrics.
Exhibit 4
Risk management – questions to consider Are there new expenditure or procurement
streams, or delivery methods arising from Covid-19 that introduce new risk?
•

What indicators does management have to support informed decisions on risk and is this data
available in real time?
All normal indicators/metrics are in place. Additional reporting has been created to reflect
student engagement in learning (live dashboard). Additional systems developments have
supported monitoring and tracking in areas such as Holistic Assessment.

•

Is your organisation’s risk management strategy up-to-date to include risks associated with
Covid-19?
Yes, a Covid-19 Specific Risk Register is in place.

•

What risks have emerged that need to be addressed and what protocols are in place to report
and analyse emerging risks as the situation evolves?
As above.

•

Are risks being reported to the relevant committee?
Yes

Has your organisation’s risk register been updated to reflect new risks arising from Covid19?
Yes, a Covid-19 specific Risk Register is in place
Is there a need for management’s risk appetite framework to be reviewed to ensure it is
appropriate in this rapidly evolving environment?
• If so, when will the committee be informed of the outcome and any next steps?
No plans for this currently
How does Covid-19 impact on any financial risks already facing your organisation and how
does this affect short, medium and long-term financial plans?
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Details outlined through FFR commentary.
What impact does Covid-19 have on any scenario planning that your organisation has in
place for events such as EU withdrawal and increasing budget uncertainty?
As above. Brexit impacts/issue remain uncertain.

3. Approvals
In respect of the above information approval for the following actions is sought.

•

Approval of the Strategic and additional Risk Registers

Appendix: Covid-19 Guide for Audit and Risk committees

Author and Executive Sponsor: Steve Taylor, Vice Principal People and Performance
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Introduction
1. Covid-19 has already had a significant impact on every aspect of society in
Scotland. It has affected individuals and communities, public services and the
economy.
2. The response of public-sector bodies has been strong, and the pandemic has
highlighted some of their key strengths, such as agility and partnership working.
But Covid-19 has also exacerbated many pre-existing risks and challenges facing
public bodies in areas such as financial sustainability and service demand
pressures. A difficult road lies ahead as public bodies move from response to
recovery and renewal.
3. Audit and risk committees have a crucial role to play in providing effective scrutiny
and challenge. They help public bodies focus on important aspects of the business
and maintain effective oversight of spending, performance and governance
arrangements. As public bodies manage their business during this global pandemic,
the role of audit and risk committees becomes even more important.
4. This guide for audit and risk committees draws on our recent experience of
auditing public bodies during the pandemic. It also refers to key sources of
guidance such as the Scottish Government’s Scottish Public Finance Manual and
On Board: a guide for members of statutory boards and the Chartered Institute of
Public Finance and Accountancy’s Audit Committees: Practical Guidance for Local
Authorities and Police.

Key issues for consideration by audit and risk
committees during the Covid-19 pandemic
5. There are a wide range of short, medium and long-term risks and issues emerging
from Covid-19 for public bodies to consider. This guide focuses on the short-term
challenges facing public bodies in the response phase of the pandemic. During this
phase, key areas that audit and risk committees will need to focus on include:
• internal controls and assurance
• financial management and reporting
• governance
• risk management.
6. This guide provides audit and risk committee members with suggested
questions to help them effectively scrutinise and challenge in these key areas.
Answering the questions in this guide will help audit and risk committees better
understand how their organisation is responding to the pandemic and managing
both the immediate and longer-term challenges that it creates.
7. Audit and risk committees must assure themselves that they are engaged and
well-informed about the changes that are occurring and affecting their organisation
due to Covid-19. For example, they should be informed of changes to internal
reporting arrangements, and policy and legislative changes and the impact they
are likely to have on the organisation. They should also be apprised of any fraud
and error risks arising from the response to Covid-19.1

1

Covid-19: Emerging fraud risks, Audit Scotland, July 2020.
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Internal controls and assurance
8. Public-sector staff are working under extreme pressure as a consequence of the
scale and pace of change created by the pandemic and the need to respond
rapidly to unfolding events. This may mean that some internal controls are
suspended or relaxed. For example, the segregation of duties between colleagues
for completing tasks and subsequent checks may not be possible due to
unforeseen capacity issues or the lack of availability of more senior or experienced
staff. Staff transfer between departments, for example, to new areas such as those
responsible for distributing funding to support people and businesses most affected
by Covid-19, may also leave some areas under-staffed. Furthermore,
inexperienced staff may be working remotely without a full understanding of the
required procedures and controls.
9. Internal audit provides independent assurance on governance arrangements,
risk management and internal control processes. As the landscape changes,
internal audit will have to consider its approach to audit planning and how it
continues to deliver its assurance activities while balancing the workload created
by new risks emerging from Covid-19.
10. As staff work remotely, there may also be potential security risks such as an
increase in cyber-crime. For example, fraudsters may try to access public-sector
systems by claiming to be legitimate technical support services or through phishing
emails and scams.
11. Exhibit 1 proposes potential questions for audit and risk committee members to
consider.

Exhibit 1
Internal controls and assurance – questions to consider
What changes to internal controls have been required due to Covid-19?
• Has internal audit assessed the design, implementation and operational effectiveness of revised
internal controls?
What new controls have been established to account for the distribution of any additional funds
received?
• Have officers identified any weaknesses in new controls and if so, how are these being addressed?
To what extent has your organisation assessed the impact of working remotely on the control
environment and working practices?
Has internal audit reviewed their audit plan and assessed which projects might need to be
cancelled, postponed or accelerated as your organisation navigates its way through the
pandemic?
How is management supporting internal audit to balance its ‘routine’ programme of work and that
required to respond to Covid-19-related audit work?
What impact has Covid-19 had on the annual reporting and accounting process?
• Has your organisation’s timetable for the annual reporting process been considered for 2019/20 and
2020/21? If so, have the timetables been revised and updated accordingly?
• Has the external auditor’s annual audit plan been updated to assess and address new risks?
To what extent has your organisation considered work undertaken by other organisations (via
professional networks and bodies), or where appropriate, engaged with external experts to inform
decision-making around significant areas of change in response to the pandemic?
How have IT services performed during the pandemic?
• To what extent have cyber security controls been considered?
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To what extent has management assessed the impact of Covid-19 on overall staff capacity?
• What areas have been identified as being under resourced and how is this being addressed?
What is your organisation doing to support its staff during the pandemic?
• To what extent have workload and working practices been adjusted to allow for the challenges that
people may face when working remotely?
• What guidance, advice or signposting has your organisation put in place to support staff wellbeing?
What opportunities and risks have arisen as staff are deployed across departments?
How is your organisation capturing the learning and opportunities that arise from new ways of
working?

Financial management and reporting
12. Public bodies face considerable uncertainty during the pandemic and as they
plan for the future. Having robust financial management and transparent reporting
arrangements in place is critical to ensuring that an organisation can manage its
finances and deliver services effectively, identify issues and challenges early and
act on them promptly.
13. Financial impacts of the pandemic could include a reduction in income
generated from business rates and council tax non-payments as well as a
reduction in fees and charges from, for example, leisure, public transport and
parking. Organisations may also face increased costs such as higher staff costs to
cover the delivery of services. The economic uncertainty and market volatility
caused by the pandemic also make it difficult for public bodies to value, for
example, property portfolios, inventories and pension schemes.
14. A number of factors will affect how well an organisation can report on and
manage its financial position at a time where it is facing significant pressure and
challenge. For example, there is likely to be competing pressures on finance staff,
significant changes in financial processes and procedures and the introduction of
financial systems in new areas, such as those for Covid-19-related government
relief, assistance and stimulus packages. Exhibit 2 proposes potential questions for
audit and risk committee members to consider.

Exhibit 2
Financial management and reporting – questions to consider
Is financial (and performance) information received in a timely manner, with sufficient detail, to
inform the fast-paced changes that are required due to Covid-19?
How is management assessing the financial impact of Covid-19 on income and expenditure?
• What processes or procedures have been put in place to assess, for example, new demands, new
expenditure streams, savings from activity foregone and lost income?
What information has been used in determining the value of assets and liabilities?
• To what extent have estimated valuations been impacted by Covid-19, for example, disruption to the
revaluation of properties or market volatility impacting on investments?
• What is the likely impact of Covid-19 on pension deficits and what does this mean for your
organisation?
What commitments and guarantees have been made to third parties, and how are these being
monitored?
• Where relevant, how is your organisation ensuring that the impacts of the pandemic on its arm’s-length
external organisations (ALEOs) are being appropriately monitored?
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What impact has Covid-19 had on savings plans?
• Is your organisation on track to deliver these savings and if not, what plans are your organisation
putting in place to help with this?
What impact has Covid-19 had on transformational activity?
• If there has been or will be significant delays to activity or a failure to meet savings targets, what are
the financial implications and how is management preparing for this?
Is there sufficient capacity within the finance team to deal with competing pressures, such as
preparing annual accounts, at a time when working practices are having to be adapted due to
Covid-19?

Governance
15. The pace and scale of change is unprecedented, and changes in governance
arrangements are likely to have taken place. This may mean that there has been
less opportunity for scrutiny and due diligence as public bodies respond rapidly to
the challenges arising from Covid-19. For example, urgent procurement decisions
and changes to delegated authority arrangements may have impacted on the level
of scrutiny.
16. Governance and accountability arrangements around collaborative working
may be increasingly complex but when done effectively, allows for better planning,
design and coordination of services. Many aspects of public bodies’ responses to
the pandemic can only be done in partnership with others.
17. Recent changes to governance arrangements due to Covid-19 may include
basic alterations such as documenting authorisation processes through to
oversight of the overall running of the business. Exhibit 3 proposes potential
questions for audit and risk committee members to consider.

Exhibit 3
Governance – questions to consider
What impact has Covid-19 had on governance arrangements?
• How is your organisation ensuring that effective oversight and scrutiny of key decisions is maintained
as it responds rapidly to the challenges it faces during the pandemic?
• Have any significant changes been made to governance arrangements due to the pandemic, for
example, suspension of committees or increased use of delegated decision-making powers?
• Where decisions are being made using delegated or emergency powers, how are these being
recorded, made public and subjected to scrutiny by the relevant committee(s)?
• Have changes to processes and procedures made in response to Covid-19 been reviewed and
documented appropriately to comply with overall governance arrangements?
Are governance arrangements being reviewed regularly to ensure they remain fit for purpose?
Are non-executive directors providing appropriate levels of support, scrutiny and challenge to
your organisation as it responds to the current environment and new risks?
What barriers, if any, have affected your organisation’s ability to continue to provide services for
individuals and communities during the pandemic?
• How have these barriers been overcome?
• What was the impact on service users?
What impact has Covid-19 had on your organisation achieving its stated objectives?
• Does performance reporting highlight any changes on your organisation’s ability to meet its objectives
as a consequence of Covid-19?
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• Has the pandemic caused new risks to achieving your organisation’s objectives? If so, how are these
being addressed?
What impact has Covid-19 had on collaborative working?

Risk management
18. While public bodies will have risk management processes in place, the
likelihood and impact of existing risks and the emergence of new risks will need to
be monitored carefully. There may also be a change in the risk appetite during the
pandemic to allow for services to operate effectively and respond to issues in a
timely manner. Some changes may be significant therefore officers and audit and
risk committee members need to consider how sustainable these changes will be
in the longer term.
19. Public bodies were already facing risks and challenges around, for example,
financial sustainability, outcomes and inequalities. These risks and challenges have
become greater due to Covid-19. They are also heightened further because of the
uncertainty around the UK’s exit from the European Union and increasing budget
pressures.
20. Exhibit 4 proposes potential questions for audit and risk committee members to
consider.

Exhibit 4
Risk management – questions to consider
Are there new expenditure or procurement streams, or delivery methods arising from Covid-19
that introduce new risk?
• What indicators does management have to support informed decisions on risk and is this data
available in real time?
• Is your organisation’s risk management strategy up-to-date to include risks associated with Covid-19?
• What risks have emerged that need to be addressed and what protocols are in place to report and
analyse emerging risks as the situation evolves?
• Are risks being reported to the relevant committee?
Has your organisation’s risk register been updated to reflect new risks arising from Covid-19?
Is there a need for management’s risk appetite framework to be reviewed to ensure it is
appropriate in this rapidly evolving environment?
• If so, when will the committee be informed of the outcome and any next steps?
How does Covid-19 impact on any financial risks already facing your organisation and how does
this affect short, medium and long-term financial plans?
What impact does Covid-19 have on any scenario planning that your organisation has in place for
events such as EU withdrawal and increasing budget uncertainty?
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Looking ahead
21. This is the second in a series of Covid-19 guides prepared for public bodies
and auditors. Our first publication, Covid-19 Emerging fraud risks, sets out a range
of fraud risks that may arise due to the pandemic. By drawing on our position as
external auditors across the public sector in Scotland, we have used our recent
experience to develop these Covid-19 outputs. We will be issuing further guidance
to public bodies to support them as they move beyond the response phase of the
pandemic into recovery and renewal.
22. We invite feedback on how the role of external audit can further support public
bodies as they respond to the challenges Covid-19 presents.

Further reading
• Guide for Audit and Risk Committees on Financial Reporting and
Management during COVID-19, National Audit Office, June 2020.
• Financial scrutiny practice guide, The Chartered Institute of Public Finance
and Accountancy, June 2020.
• https://www ifac org/knowledge-gateway/contributing-globaleconomy/discussion/implications-audit-committees-arising-covid-19
• https://www iia org uk/covid-19-hub/covid-19-guidance/
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Feedback on The Impact of Allocating Risks to Individual
Committees
Paper for noting
In May 2019 it was agreed we would allocate specific risks to each Policy committee to allow
a more detailed oversight of each risk. The original allocation or risks has been maintained
with some small amendments since inception.
Issues since that time including the Cyber-attack in January and Covid 19 from March have
raised the profile of risk management significantly. Visibility of risks including the initiative to
highlight on each committee paper the area of risk being addressed by the paper has been
another progressive step.
Each committee has been asked for feedback on the effectiveness of allocating the risks and
what could be improved going forward.
Summary of feedback is as follows
•

general observation is it has been a worthwhile change and has been incorporated in
the discussion taking place in committees without becoming to onerous.

•

the overall size of the Risk Register and Covid 19 register has become somewhat
cumbersome and one committee has taken to just reporting the subset that relates to
that committee.

•

we carried out training on Risk Appetite at the outset which was very useful and it
had been intended to supplement this as we moved forward. I think we should
consider what level of training is required to assist new and existing members
address the challenges around risk assessment and what mitigations would be
relevant and effective.

This paper is issued for noting feedback and discussion on the way forward.

Author & Sponsor: George Robertson, Vice Chair of BOM
& Chair of Audit & Risk Committee – Corporate Services
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PURPOSE
1.1. This document has been established to set out the College Policy to prevent fraud, bribery and
corruption and establish procedures to respond if it occurs.
1.2. The College recognises its responsibility to prevent fraud, bribery and corruption and the
documentation within this Policy provides information in respect of key roles and responsibilities
relating to the prevention of fraud, bribery and corruption.
1.3. The Policy is designed to meet the following objectives:
•
•
•

minimise the risk and impact of fraud, bribery and corruption;
create a culture which deters fraudulent activity;
create an environment that encourages the prevention of fraud, bribery and corruption
while promoting its detection and reporting.

1.4. The accompanying Response Plan (appendix 1) sets out a framework for investigating the
circumstances surrounding fraudulent activity and dealing with the impact on the business of
the College.

2

SCOPE
2.1. This Policy forms part of the College’s internal controls and corporate governance
arrangements.
2.2. The Policy applies to all of the College’s activities, including those of subsidiary companies.
2.3. This policy covers all personnel at all levels and grades, including Board members, those on
fixed or variable employment contracts, volunteers, agency staff, contractors, agents and
consultants.

3

DEFINITIONS
3.1. Fraud is the act of depriving a person or organisation of something by deceit. The word is used
to describe such acts as theft, deception, forgery, extortion, embezzlement, misappropriation
and collusion.
3.2. Fraud is generally categorised as:
•
Asset misappropriation; theft of cash, goods, equipment, falsifying salary claims/
overtime/expenses, stealing time
•
Fraudulent Statements; backdating agreements/contracts, falsifying assets, receipting
materials that have not been received, overstating your qualifications
•
Corruption; kickbacks to staff by a supplier in return for favourable treatment, favouring a
supplier in which a member of staff has an interest, bribery.
3.3. Attempted fraud is when completion of the act has been prevented. Both fraud and attempted
fraud are equally serious.
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6.2

External fraud could be an attack on our IT or on our Finance systems, for instance by a virus in
an email or false invoicing, or someone passing themselves off as a supplier or representative
of the College or partner organisation. Any suspicions about activity which you think could be
wrong should be reported as soon as possible in order to minimise the risk of substantial
damage.

6.3

Internal fraud can be stealing supplies/goods/tools/equipment/petty cash, falsifying records for
personal benefit and/or receiving kick-backs. It will generally be something that deprives or
steals from the College. Danger signs of internal fraud include evidence of excessive spending
by staff engaged in cash/contract work, inappropriate relationships with suppliers, reluctance of
staff to take leave, requests for unusual patterns of overtime and where there seems undue
possessiveness of records. Our own internal control systems, including systems for spotchecking are our greatest weapons against fraud. You should resist any pressure from
colleagues to circumvent internal controls or to over-ride control mechanisms.

6.4

You must ensure that all records in relation to any contracts or business activities, including
financial invoices and all payment transactions with clients, suppliers and public officials are
accurately maintained so that in the event of fraud being identified we can establish how the
activity could have taken place.

6.5

If you are responsible for arranging contracts with suppliers you should undertake due diligence
before entering into any contract, arrangement or relationship with a potential supplier of
services, agent, consultant or representative.

6.6

The College is also an active partner in the National Fraud Initiative in Scotland. It is a counterfraud exercise led by Audit Scotland and overseen by the Cabinet Office for the UK as a whole.
It is part of a range of measures in place across the Scottish public sector which aim to prevent
and detect fraud. The National Fraud Initiative uses data matching to compare information that
different public bodies hold about individuals, and that might suggest the existence of fraud or
error.

6.7

Internal Auditors will deliver their opinion on the adequacy of our arrangements for risk, control
and governance (including those for managing the risk of fraud) to the Audit & Risk Committee
and through their audit work help to promote fraud awareness and an anti-fraud culture. They
can also assist us to deter and prevent fraud by examining and evaluating the effectiveness of
control measures in view of the extent of the potential exposure/risk to the College.

6.8

Both Internal and External Auditors and the Audit & Risk Committee will ensure that the College
has reviewed its risk exposure and identified the possibility of fraud as a business risk, and will
assist us in conducting fraud investigations.
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REPORTING PROCEDURES
7.1

When you suspect that a fraudulent activity is taking or has taken place you must report it and
this should be to your line manager in the first instance. If, for some reason, that is not
practicable then you should report it to the People Team, to the Finance Team or to a member
of the Executive Team. If the suspected fraud is in the form of an email you should alert the
ICT Helpdesk as soon as possible and not open any attachments or links. You should not
confront any individual suspected of wrongdoing nor attempt to investigate the matter yourself
as this could negatively affect any follow up action; your responsibility at this stage is to report
the activity. We recognise that it is rarely easy for anyone to report suspected fraud where a
colleague may be involved, however in order to protect our College we must be given the
opportunity to investigate and properly resolve any suspected instance of fraud. If you report
genuine suspicions you will be supported by the People Team throughout the investigation.

7.2

Once suspected fraud has been reported we will take action to investigate the circumstances.
You will be asked to provide as much detail as possible so that the matter can be thoroughly
investigated. We will try to act as quickly as possible in order to minimise the risk of
subsequent loss. We will ensure that appropriate recovery action is taken or, failing recovery,
where there has been a financial impact, the Finance Team will initiate action to write off any
losses. Where necessary, we will remedy any weaknesses in internal control and we will
consider changing systems and procedures so that a similar instance cannot take place.

7.3

Information you provide will be treated confidentially and, where possible, only those involved in
the investigation and resolution will be made aware of the circumstances. The Vice Principal
Corporate Services, or another member of the Executive team if appropriate, will ensure that
appropriate notification is given to Internal and External Audit, the Audit & Risk Committee and
the Scottish Funding Council.

7.4

The Vice Principal Corporate Services, or another member of the Executive team if
appropriate, is responsible for monitoring individual cases and making sure that any system
changes are effective where there has been a breakdown or absence of control. Internal Audit
can provide independent verification to the Accountable Officer that we have taken suitable
action.

CONSEQUENCES
We will look into all cases of actual or suspected fraud robustly and promptly and we will take
appropriate action in accordance with our Fraud Response Plan in Appendix A. It is possible that, if
you are under investigation, depending on how serious the matter is, you could face suspension while
a matter is investigated. You may face disciplinary action for potential gross misconduct if you have
committed fraud or if you have allowed fraud to take place through being actively negligent. The
penalty for this may include summary dismissal. Where appropriate we may decide to inform Police
Scotland.
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STAFF TRAINING
9.1

The recruitment of suitable staff is the College's first defence in preventing fraud and the
adoption of best practice processes must be strictly adhered to.

9.2

Staff provide the best protection against fraud and awareness of policy and procedures is
fundamental to the effective operation of systems. This will be addressed as part of induction,
formal staff training updates to financial procedures.

RESPONSIBILITIES
10.1 The Board of Management has overall responsibility for this Policy.
10.2 The Audit & Risk Committee is responsible for approving any changes to this Policy.
10.3 The Vice Principal Corporate Services is responsible for implementing and reviewing this
Policy.
10.4 The Principal is responsible for informing the SFC about actual or suspected frauds. The
Principal is also responsible for reporting any incident matching the criteria in the SFC's
mandatory requirements to the Chairs of both the Board of Management and the Audit & Risk
Committee.
10.5 The Vice Principal, People and Performance is responsible for answering requests for
references for a member of staff who has been disciplined or prosecuted for fraud.
10.6 The prime responsibility for preventing fraud lies with management through the implementation
and operation of internal controls and the fostering of an anti-fraud culture across the College.
Managers are responsible for assessing and controlling the level of risk within their areas of
authority.
10.7 It is the responsibility of all staff to:
•
•
•
•
•

11

act with propriety in the use of College resources and in the handling and use of College
funds;
be alert to the possibility that unusual events or transactions could be indicators of fraud;
take the necessary steps to minimise the risk to the College;
where appropriate, report immediately their suspicions;
co-operate fully with College employees or agents conducting internal reviews or fraud
investigations.

REFERENCES
11.1 You should read this policy in conjunction with the Personal Relationships and the Gifts &
Hospitality Policies.
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11.2 The Personal Relationships Policy covers the requirement for you to record all personal
interests which could be considered, by someone outside the organisation, to have the potential
to impact upon your decision-making. It is important that any such interests are recorded to
ensure that our decision-making processes bear up to external scrutiny and you are protected
from allegations of misconduct as a result of your personal interests.
11.3 The Gifts & Hospitality Policy provides you with advice on what to do if you, in the course of
your day to day work or as a result of your work, receive offers of gifts and hospitality or provide
gifts and hospitality to others on behalf of the College. You should be aware that failure to
complete and submit this information may constitute evidence of a criminal offence in terms of
the Bribery Act 2010.
11.4 The Public Interest Disclosure Policy, sets out an additional way for you to raise concerns about
suspected unlawful conduct or financial malpractice.
Theft Act, 1968
Theft Act, 1978
Police and Criminal Evidence Act, 1984
Finance and Accountability (Scotland) Act, 2000
The Bribery Act, 2010
Action Fraud website http://www.actionfraud.police.uk/
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APPENDIX 1 – FRAUD RESPONSE PLAN
1.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this plan is to define authority levels, responsibilities for action, and reporting lines in
the event of a suspected fraud or irregularity.

2.

OVERVIEW OF FRAUD RESPONSE PLAN
When it is suspected that a fraud or attempted fraud, including bribery or corruption, is taking or has
taken place a Fraud Response Coordinator will be appointed as soon as possible. This intention will
be to limit the damage caused by the activity and put steps in place to recover any losses, or to
change any procedures which enabled the fraud or attempted fraud. It is important that the response
is coordinated so that all steps have been followed and that all relevant people have been involved in
the resolution of the matter.

3.

FRAUD RESPONSE COORDINATOR
The Fraud Response Coordinator (the “Coordinator”) will usually be the Vice Principal Corporate
Services or, if more appropriate, another Manager as nominated by the Principal. The Coordinator
will be responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.

considering the circumstances and deciding the next steps;
arranging for a formal investigation to be carried out into the alleged fraud, bribery or corruption;
receiving and collating any evidence following an allegation of fraud;
arranging for all necessary steps to be taken to secure the assets of the organisation;
arranging for the suspension of any member of staff, if necessary, during the investigation;
liaising with internal and external auditors, Audit & Risk Committee and Board members,
including deciding whether to specifically inform parties outwith any normal reporting processes;
informing outside agencies (for instance Police Scotland) as appropriate;
notifying the Scottish Funding Council of any unusual or major incidents;
preparing a report for the Audit & Risk Committee of all formal investigations into suspected or
actual fraud;

IMMEDIATE ACTION BY THE FRAUD RESPONSE COORDINATOR
The Coordinator will, as a matter of urgency, consider the allegations and decide if further action or
investigation is needed. If it is needed, the Coordinator will then:
•
•
•
•
•
•

decide the scope and nature of any investigative work we need to carry out in order to establish
the facts;
decide who should be involved in the investigation, and confirm the investigative arrangements
and reporting lines;
secure our records and assets, including any restrictions on access to offices and computer
system;
decide whether we should inform the Police/Procurator Fiscal Service;
consider the suspension of any member(s) of staff who are the subject of allegations;
set a timetable for completion of each action.
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SELECTION OF INVESTIGATING OFFICER
Depending on the level of fraud suspected, the Coordinator may carry out the investigation or appoint
an investigating officer (an “investigator”). If the matter being investigated is complex, consideration
will be given to appointing an investigator from outside the organisation, such as from our Internal
Auditors. The People Team will support any manager who is appointed as an investigator, in the
same way as they support managers investigating grievances. This will ensure that the investigator
is assisted in following processes and is not closely associated with any person suspected.

6.

ACTIONS FOLLOWING INVESTIGATION
Once the investigator has finished their investigation the Coordinator will decide what further action
we need to take, this may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7.

determining the financial effects of the fraud;
pursuing recovery of funds/assets/losses;
implementing disciplinary procedures;
considering, in association with Internal Audit, the adequacy of internal control procedures;
maintaining security of relevant records and assets;
liaising with the Police/Procurator Fiscal as necessary;
identifying any failings which allowed the fraud or attempted fraud to happen;
making recommendations for improvement within the report to the Audit & Risk Committee for
action by the organisation.

REPORT TO THE AUDIT & RISK COMMITTEE
Following the initiation of a formal investigation into an allegation of fraud the Coordinator will, at the
earliest opportunity, prepare a report to the Audit & Risk Committee detailing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.

the nature of the alleged fraud;
the nature of and results of the investigation undertaken;
any financial loss incurred;
any disciplinary action undertaken;
any communication with outside agencies such as the Police;
any recommendations for improvements in internal systems and controls;
any other relevant details.

FOLLOW UP AND REVIEW OF CASES
8.1. Where there is evidence of fraud or serious misconduct, the Coordinator will consider what
action to take to prevent it happening again. The final report to the Audit & Risk Committee will
include recommendations. Where wider lessons can be learned by other public sector bodies
we will inform the Scottish Funding Council and Audit Scotland. The Coordinator will be
responsible for ensuring that the agreed recommendations are implemented.
8.2. The Audit & Risk Committee will consider whether we have any lessons to learn in terms of the
handling of cases and whether the Fraud Response Plan and related guidance, for example on
disciplinary procedures, is operating effectively. The Committee should make recommendations
for any changes we need to make to our procedures in light of the outcome of individual cases
and should consult on any recommended changes including with the Internal Auditors.
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CONFIDENTIALITY
Those investigating the allegations as well as members of the Executive and of the Audit & Risk
Committee will receive information relating to individual cases. All information will be handled
confidentially and only be passed to those with a need to know. Only if you are found to have acted
improperly will a record be put on your People file. If you are involved with an investigation as an
investigator, witness or suspect you will receive support from the People Team.
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Summary of Main Findings

Strengths

















3

In response to the emerging risk of COVID-19, the College developed a Business Continuity
Plan in March 2020 specifically for pandemic illnesses. We noted that the content of the plan
reflects best practice guidance produced by the World Health Organisation (WHO) and the
UK Government.
We reviewed evidence that the Project – COVID-19 Group referred to the latest Scottish
Government and Health Protection Scotland guidance throughout the lockdown period. This
guidance was used to inform the development of a range of communications and guidance for
staff and students, including information on: remote working for staff; guidance on engaging
with students in an online learning environment; advice for students on learning online;
student funding and other financial support; mental health support resources for staff and
students; and advice on student attainment and assessment.
A whole of College approach was adopted by the College in maintaining engagement with
students during lockdown to ensure that students remained informed and that students were
able, as far as possible, to complete their studies.
The College identified engagement plans to provide continued support to vulnerable students
via phone, email, and Microsoft Teams. Mechanisms were established from an early stage
during lockdown to ensure that vulnerable students were identified and were provided with
access to support on a range of issues, including mental health; academic issues; financial
support and guidance, and working with external support agencies to supplement support
provided by College staff, where this was required.
We noted that the College response to staff working remotely from home included identifying
critical roles within the College and ensuring that these members of staff were provided with
IT equipment to allow them to continue to operate remotely and securely in order to minimise
disruption to key operations. Remote working facilities were available to staff prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic, although the scale of this remote working capability was rapidly
increased to ensure that there was sufficient capacity for all staff who needed to work from
home to do so.
Contingency planning was undertaken during the early phases of the COVID-19 lockdown,
which allowed the College to consider a range of potential options and solutions for the start
of the 2020/21 academic session. These options were based on the information and guidance
made available from the Scottish Government and health protection agencies at that time.
Our review of the College’s arrangements for the safe reopening of its campuses confirmed
that plans are aligned with the measures outlined in the College’s business continuity plan for
pandemics, which was produced in March 2020. We also confirmed that the plans put in
place, and the preparations made for the safe reopening of campuses, also reflect the
principles and requirements of the Scottish Government guidance for Colleges, and the more
general Working Safely Guide published by the Health & Safety Executive (HSE).
On 24 August 2020, the College responded to a request for information from the Scottish
Government, by reporting a summary of COVID-19 related adaptions, mitigations, and
information. We found that the measures outlined in report were in line with guidance issued
by the Scottish Government and Health Protection Scotland, as well as reflecting the
procedures outlined in the College’s Outbreak Management Plan, which details the steps that
should be taken in the event of a COVID-19 outbreak at the College.
A desktop testing exercise of the Outbreak Management Plan was undertaken in late August
2020.

Health, Safety and Wellbeing

Summary of Main Findings (continued)
Weaknesses


We did not identify any significant weaknesses during our review. The COVID-19 situation is
subject to rapid change with the guidance issued by the Scottish Government, health
protection agencies and the HSE being updated regularly. National and local lockdown
restrictions may also change at short notice and therefore the College will need to remain
vigilant in order to ensure that a dynamic review of local and national circumstances is
maintained to allow both its outbreak management and recovery plans to flex and adapt to
any changes in COVID-19 risks.
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Follow-Up Reviews 2019/20

1. Management Summary

Introduction and Background
As part of the Internal Audit programme at Dundee and Angus C llege (‘ he C llege’)
2019/20 we carried out a follow-up review of the recommendations made in Internal Audit reports
issued during 2018/19 and reports from earlier years where previous follow-up identified
recommendations outstanding. These were:
2019/05 – Duty of Care;
2019/06 – Risk Management and Business Continuity Planning;
2019/07 – S uden Engage en / S uden s’ Ass cia i n; and
2019/09 – Follow-Up Reviews 2018/19
Reports 2019/01 – Audit Needs Assessment and Strategic Plan 2018 to 2021, 2019/02 – Annual
Plan, 2019/03 – Cyber Security, 2019/04 – Equality & Diversity, 2019/11 – Student Support
Funds and 2019/12 – Annual Report did not contain an action plan and therefore no follow-up
activity was required on these specific reports as part of this review. Report 2019/08 – Catering
Business Process Review identified a number of areas for investigation or improvement through
facilitated focus group sessions and interviews with staff, and actions were prioritised for the
College to take forward. Management are providing the Audit & Risk Committee with an update
on progress with these actions at each meeting. Report 2019/10 – 2018/19 Student Activity Data
will be followed up separately as part of the equivalent 2019/20 Student Activity Data report
which will be considered by the November 2020 meeting of the Audit & Risk Committee.
Report 2019/09 included one outstanding action from 2016/17 and four outstanding actions from
2017/18, which required to be followed up again this year.

Audit Scope and Objectives
The objective of our follow-up review was to assess whether recommendations made in internal
audit reports from 2018/19, and previous years, had been appropriately implemented and to
ensure that, where little or no progress had been made towards implementation, that plans were
in place to progress them.

Audit Approach
For the recommendations made in the reports referred to above we ascertained by enquiry and
review of supporting documentation, as appropriate, whether they had been completed or what
stage they had reached in terms of completion and whether the due date required to be revised.
Action plans from the original reports, updated to include a column for progress made to date,
are appended to this report.
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reassurance that actions for improvement are being progressed and addressed.
Progressing these Internal Audit outstanding actions will support the mitigation of a
range of risks identified within the Strategic Risk Register namely;
2.2 – failure to achieve institutional sustainability
2.4 – financial fraud
3.1 – failure to reach aspirational standards in learning, teaching and service delivery
3.2 – failure to achieve/maintain compliance arrangements
3.3 – serious accident, incident or civil/criminal breach, legal action
3.4 – loss of reputation with key stakeholders
3.7 – breach of data security/data protection
3.8 – failure to meet Prevent and related obligations
3.8 – arrangements do not minimise risk associated with Modern Slavery
4.4 – failure to support effective data security/data protection
Author & Executive Sponsor: Jaki Carnegie, Vice Principal – Corporate Services
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Outstanding Action Update
Audit Area
Year
Report Title
2019/05 R1 - Duty of Care

2019/07 R1 - Student
Engagement /
Students'
Association

2020/02 R1 – Staff
Recruitment &
Retention

Appendix 1
Priority
Action
Grade
3

3

3

Report
Action
Grade
Satisfactory Compile and publish a policy /
procedure and guidance to all
staff involved in event planning
on how to risk assess and
manage any planned events,
meetings and guest speakers
to mitigate the risk of attempts
to radicalise students or draw
them
into terrorism
Satisfactory A formal Learner Engagement
Strategy should be developed
which contains aims and
objectives which are clearly
linked to the College's
Regional Outcome Agreement
and to the College's
partnership agreement with the
Students' Association;
identifies and priorities learner
engagement activity; and
identifies actions which focus
specifically on how the
Strategy will be implemented in
practice.
Satisfactory Consideration should be given
to the introduction of a
protected day (preferably
4

Responsible
Officer
VP People &
Performance

Learner
Engagement
Manager

Deadline
Aug-19

Jun 20
Dec-20

Progress
(as at September 2020)
Complete
Guidance shared with
relevant staff and published
on staff portal.

Behind Schedule
Draft strategy document
developed by LE Manager
for final
discussion/approval.
This has not progressed at
current time due to Covid19 adaptions in working
arrangements /
approaches.

Head of the
People &
OD Team

Sep-20

Complete
Updates to the online
environment have been

Year

Audit Area
Report Title

Priority
Action
Grade

2020/02 R2 – Staff
Recruitment &
Retention

2

2020/02 R3 – Staff
Recruitment &
Retention

3

Report
Grade

Action
during their first week for each
new start) which is set aside
for progressing induction
training before commencing
relevant duties. This day
should be utilised to
commence the mandatory
induction modules / training
required
Satisfactory All new academic staff, who
have no previous teaching
experience, should complete
the New Lecturer Induction
Training Package before they
commence teaching and
assessing students. Academic
managers should check with
HR/OD that this training
package has been completed
before they allow the new
member of staff to commence
teaching and assessing
students.
Satisfactory When the HR/OD send the
completion of probation papers
to managers, they should
include details of all mandatory
induction training completed
(and not completed) by the
new member of staff.
5

Responsible
Officer

Head of the
People &
OD Team

Head of
People &
OD Team

Deadline

Sep-20

Jan-20

Progress
(as at September 2020)
made with a range of
induction materials now
available pre-teaching.

Complete
This process is now in
place, with the People
Team highlighting
outstanding training at all
relevant stages within the
first 6 months of
employment. It is included
as the first element of the
academic staff checklist.

Complete
The process now includes
an update on mandatory
training completion and a
reminder that probationary
cannot be signed off
without completion of

Year

Audit Area
Report Title

Priority
Action
Grade

2020/02 R4 – Staff
Recruitment &
Retention

3

2020/02 R5 – Staff
Recruitment &
Retention

3

2020/03 R1 – IT
Network
Arrangements

3

Report
Grade

Action
Managers should not sign-off
completion of probation period
until they have received
confirmation that the new
member of staff has completed
all the mandatory training for
the relevant role.
Satisfactory Create and implement a
programme of mandatory
refresher training campaigns
for all staff which is subject
based (e.g. Health & Safety,
Data Protection, Equality &
Diversity) together with a
process for monitoring and
reporting completion rates for
these campaigns
Satisfactory The new Development Review
process should be formally
documented (using the
College’s current process for
documenting and reviewing
policies / procedures) and a
copy of this procedural
document should be made
available to all staff via the
College’s Portal
Satisfactory An overarching corporate
information risk policy should
be created and owned by the
6

Responsible
Officer

Deadline

Head of
People &
OD Team

Aug-20

Head of
People &
OD Team

Jan-20

Head of ICT

May-20

Progress
(as at September 2020)
relevant courses.

Complete
New mandatory training
supplier live and process
began in early summer
2020. This year is the
baseline and all staff will
complete all modules with
the new supplier, and each
year from now on will be
themed.
Complete
Process available here.

Complete
Specific Cyber Risk added
to the College Strategic

Year

Audit Area
Report Title
/ IT Strategy

2020/03 R2 - Network
Arrangements
/ IT Strategy

Priority
Action
Grade

3

Report
Grade

Action
Board to help communicate
and support risk management
objectives, setting out the
information risk management
strategy for the organization.
Satisfactory Develop a programme of
information and cyber security
training for staff and students
to mitigate information security
risks, covering:
• the College’s Information
Security Strategy and
associated IT security
policies;
• cyber security risks and
strategies for defence,
covering internet safety,
mobile and home working,
phishing, and prevention
against malware.
• an induction process for
new staff (and where
applicable contractors and
third-party users);
• regular refresher training on
the security risks to the
College;
• supporting staff in
information security roles to
enrol on a recognised
7

Responsible
Officer

Deadline

Progress
(as at September 2020)
Risk Register.
Cyber Security Strategy
complete

Head of ICT

Sep-20

In Progress
Cyber security training
ready to be rolled out.
Decision to hold off until
after the start of session to
push out to current staff.
Induction materials are
being updated.

Year

Audit Area
Report Title

2020/03 R3 - Network
Arrangements
/ IT Strategy

2020/03 R4 – Network
Arrangements
/ IT Strategy

Priority
Action
Grade

3

3

Report
Grade

Action
certification scheme;
• monitoring the effectiveness
of security training; and
• promoting an incident
reporting culture.
Satisfactory Once training has been
delivered (see R2)
mechanisms should be
developed and implemented to
test the effectiveness and
value of the security training
provided to staff and students.
This should be delivered
through formal analysis of the
section on information security
within the Digital Skills
Capability Assessment. Those
areas of the College which
routinely feature in security
reports (or achieve the lowest
feedback from information
security questionnaires) should
be targeted and prioritised for
further training.

Satisfactory Ensure that the Cyber Incident
Management Plan is
completed. Findings from the
formal cyber-attack postincident review should be
8

Responsible
Officer

Learning &
Digital
Resource
Manager

Head of ICT

Deadline

Jun-20

May-20

Progress
(as at September 2020)

In Progress
An extensive remote and
digital learning CPD
programme has been
implemented across the
College post the Cyber
Attack and during Covid19. It is envisaged that
there will be an increase in
the College’s overall Digital
Capabilities score.
The Digital Skills Capability
Assessment was originally
scheduled to run in
April/May, but has been
delayed until October due
to Covid-19 and the
associated increase in
workload
Complete
Cyber Incident Response
Plan complete

Year

Audit Area
Report Title

2020/03 R5 – Network
Arrangements
/ IT Strategy

2020/03 R6 – Network
Arrangements
/ IT Strategy

Priority
Action
Grade

3

3

Report
Grade

Action
considered to inform the
development of the plan.
Ensure that the plan is tested
before being implemented in
order to provide assurance that
the plan can operate as
intended.
Satisfactory It is recommended that
awareness of the risks arising
from the use of removable
media is re-enforced to staff
and students through
appropriate training material
(see R2). This should then be
followed up with the
introduction of College wide
requirement for all staff and
students to use encrypted
USBs only, leading to a
restriction in the use of USBs
enforced by policy (through
whitelisting of devices and port
restrictions) and to the ultimate
full removal of the ability to use
such devices.
Satisfactory It is recommended that an
additional column is added to
the Digital Strategy Action Plan to
provide further details of progress
to date against each action. The
College should also consider a

9

Responsible
Officer

Head of ICT

Deadline

Aug-20

Progress
(as at September 2020)

In Progress
Technical changes made to
devices to enable
encryption of USB devices.
Currently optional and will
be enforced from the
session 2021/22
Communications package
created and awaiting issue
to staff and students once
initial start of session
workload is complete

Learner &
Digital
Resource
Manager

Apr-20

Complete
The Digital Strategy action
plan incorporates this
recommendation.

Year

Audit Area
Report Title

Priority
Action
Grade

Report
Grade

Action
RAG (Red, Amber, Green) system
to show progress.

Responsible
Officer

Deadline

2020/04 R1 – Payroll &
HR

3

Good The Payroll Procedural Notes
should be updated to provide a
comprehensive guide for any
member of staff brought in to
cover for the Payroll Officer or
Payroll Assistant

Head of
Finance

Aug 20
Dec-20

2020/05 R1 –
Purchasing &
Creditors /
Purchasing

3

Head of
Finance /
Procurement
Manager

Nov-20

2020/05 R2 Purchasing &
Creditors /
Purchasing

3

Good The next iteration of the
procurement strategy and the
procurement policy should
make specific reference to the
ways in which risks around
modern slavery will be dealt
with through the procurement
arrangements.
Good In future the details of the
supplier employee spoken to,
and their job title, should be
recorded to ensure that contact
is made with the supplier and
the bank account details
corroborated before any
standing payment details are
entered or altered.

10

Head of
Finance

Immediate

Progress
(as at September 2020)
Behind Schedule
Priority has been given to
progressing the iTrent
integration project, Cloud
migration and taking
advantage of the
Coronavirus Job Retention
Fund.
On Track
Procurement
documentation currently
being updated.

Complete
Corroboration information
stored electronically.
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Internal Audit Annual Plan 2020/21 - DRAFT

Introduction

1.1

The purpose of this document is to present for consideration by management and the Audit &
Risk Committee the annual operating plan for the year ended 31 July 2021. The plan is based
on the proposed allocation of audit days for 2020/21 set out in the Audit Needs Assessment
and Strategic Plan 2018 to 2021 (Report 2019/01, prepared in May 2018). The preparation of
the Strategic Plan involved dialogue with management, and the Audit & Risk Committee
approved the plan at its meeting on 15 May 2018.

1.2

A copy of the updated Strategic Plan is included at Section 2 of this report and shows a number
of changes from the original Strategic Plan prepared in 2018. The changes made are as
follows:
•
•

•

•

•

The inclusion of a three-day review of Budgetary Control deferred from 2019/20 into
2020/21, and which will focus on financial reporting;
The inclusion of a four-day review of Systems Development / Implementation deferred
from 2019/20 into 2020/21, and which will focus on remote working and progress on the
implementation of the recommendations from the cyber-attack;
The addition of a two-day evie
n he C llege’s a ange en s
dealing i h he
National Fraud Initiative, which was originally added into the 2019/20 plan but has
subsequently been deferred into 2020/21;
The re-focus of five days originally planned in 2020/21 for a review of Building
maintenance / Estates strategy / capital projects to a review of Health, Safety and
Wellbeing, and which will look at the work that has been undertaken to allow College
operations to continue during the COVID-19 pandemic and preparations for the reopening
of College campuses once the lockdown is eased; and
The removal of a four-day review of Procurement and Creditors / Purchasing, four day
review of IT Network Arrangements and one day review of IT Strategy which were all
accelerated and carried out as part of the 2019/20 programme.

1.3

At Section 3 of this report we have set out the outline scope and objectives for each audit
assignment to be undertaken during 2020/21, together with the audit approach. These have
been arrived at following discussion with the Vice Principal – Corporate Services and
consideration by other members of the Senior Leadership Team. The outline scopes will be
refined and finalised after discussion with responsible managers in each audit area.

1.4

Separate reports will be issued for each assignment, with recommendations graded to reflect
the significance of the issues raised. In addition, audit findings will be assessed and graded on
an overall basis to denote the level of priority that should be given to each report.
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